
 
 
 
 
 

New Player Hints for DOMINION    
                        from BoardGameGeek Contributors 
 

Object: Players create a deck of cards by using Action and Treasure 
cards to purchase additional cards from the available card piles in the 
Supply.  The game ends when the Province pile or any three other piles 
have run out.  The player with most points in Victory cards in his amassed 
deck wins. 
 

Each Turn has three phases: Action, Buy, and Cleanup. 
 

Action Phase: In the Action phase, you play one of your action cards 
which may enable you to pick up more cards, play more action cards, 

convert cards into other cards, or increase buying power. 
 
You may play one Action card. You may play an action even if you cannot 
do everything on the card; but you must do as much as you can. You 
must fully resolve an action card, in the order its text is listed, before 
playing another action card. Card text that states “+1 Action” or “+2 
Actions” is resolved by adding that number to the “stack” of Actions you 
are allowed to play later in this phase.  So with a Cellar card, you add 1 
action to your “stack” and then you may discard cards to draw cards. 
 
Kinds of Kingdom Cards: There are over 50 different Kingdom Cards for Dominion 
and Intrigue, but any particular game will only have 10 sets of 10 cards each. These cards 
may allow additional actions on a turn:“+X Action”, increased buying power: “+X Buy, use 
of additional cards: “+X Card(s)”, or added Treasure: “+X Coin”, as well as allowing you to 
"Gain" or  "Trash" cards.  Some which affect multiple players are referred to as “Attack” or 
“Reaction” cards These may require other players to reveal or discard cards. FYI, when 
playing the Witch, the Curse cards are free, but who wants them. 
 

Action Hints:  
• Always play your Kingdom cards that give you more actions first. 
• When discarding because of actions (examples: Militia or Cellar), discard Victory cards first. 
• Usually no more that 1/5th of your deck should be Kingdom cards that don’t have +actions. 

Kingdom cards that do give +actions are exempt from this rule, especially if they also give 

+cards, because they allow you to play 2 or more Kingdom cards on your turn. 

 
 
 

Buy Phase: you use your treasure to buy more cards. 
 

You may gain one card from the Supply by paying its cost. You may not 
purchase cards from the Trash pile. You may not purchase the 
Placeholder cards – they are just there to identify when a pile is empty. 
Place the purchased card(s) face up onto your Discard pile. 
 

Hints for the Buy phase: 
•  If you have 2 coins and there are no 2 cost Kingdom cards you want to buy, don’t. 
• If you have 3 or 4 coins and there are no 3 or 4 cost Kingdom cards you want, buy a Silver (2 

coin) card instead. As long as you have more Copper (1 coin) cards than Gold (3 coin) cards in 

your deck, adding a Silver card will increase the average coin total of your future hands. 
• Later in the game, if you have 5 coins and there are no 5 cost Kingdom cards you want, 

consider buying a Duchy (3 VP) card. The closer it is to the end of the game, the more you 

should consider Duchy cards. Early Duchy cards can clog your deck though, so your first few 5 
coin buys should be Kingdom cards. 

• If you have 6 or 7 coins, you usually buy a Gold (3 coin) card. 
• If you have 8 or more coins, you usually buy a Province (6 VP) card. 

• Seldom buy a Copper (1 coin) or an Estate (1 VP) card. 

• You don’t always have to spend all of your coins.  

• You will generally want to avoid buying more than 1-2 kingdom cards that don't give + actions, 
unless you have a lot of village type cards that generate extra actions. 

• Make sure you buy money early. No matter what you are doing, you want to get a couple of 

silver (and hopefully a gold) within the first six turns or so. 

 
In the Cleanup phase, you put all used cards and your entire hand 
into your discard pile, and then grab five new cards from your deck. When 
the deck runs out, you shuffle the discard pile to create your new deck. 
The cards you discard, you don’t lose, and will be able to be used later in 
the game. There is a lot of shuffling of cards in Dominion! 
 
Game End: The game ends at the end of any player’s turn when one of 
two conditions is met: 
• The Supply pile of Province cards is empty  or 
• Any three Supply piles are empty 

 
Each player counts up the value of the Victory cards in his hand, deck, 
and Discard pile. The player with the most victory points wins.  The 
tiebreaker is the tied player who had the fewest turns in the game.  If still 
tied, the victory is shared. 
 
 
 
 
 



General Notes:  
• When you discard, place the card face up on your Discard pile. 
• When discarding multiple cards at once, you do not have to show 

the cards to your opponents. 
• If you have to draw or reveal more cards than remain in your 

deck, you must draw or reveal as many as you can and then 
shuffle your Discard pile to form a new deck.  Then draw or reveal 
the remaining cards. 

• If your deck is empty, do not shuffle your Discard pile until you 
need to draw or reveal a card. 

• When you “Gain” a card, place it face up on your Discard pile 
unless the card says to put it elsewhere  

• You are allowed to count how many cards are left in your deck, 
but not in your Discard pile. 

• You may not look through your Deck or your Discard pile. 
• Any player may look through the Trash pile. 
• Any player may count the number of cards left in any pile in the 

Supply. 
• If a card affects multiple players, and the order matters, resolve 

the ability for each affected player in turn order, starting with the 
player whose turn it is. 

 

Dominion: Set-up: 
2 Player: 8 of each Victory Card              Curses = #players x 10 + 10   
3 Player: 12 of each Victory Card                                    
4 Player: 12 of each Victory Card                               
    Ends when : Province pile   or   any  Three Supply piles are empty 
5 Player: 15 Provinces, 12 ea of other Victory Cards    
6 Player: 18 Provinces, 12 ea of other Victory Cards       
      Ends when: Province pile   or   any  Four Supply piles are empty 

Strategies? 
You may want to think of the overall strategy of the game as having three 
phases : Copper, Silver, and Gold. Each is defined by which Victory 
cards: Estate, Duchy and Province which you can readily purchase on a 
turn. Everything you do should be focused on getting you into the next 
tier. You may want to gradually reduce the number of copper coins and     
2 point estates in your deck, if you can. While the goal of the game is to 
accumulate the most Victory Points, too many too early may hinder your 
play. 
 
Now to make things a little difficult. You are only allowed one action and 
one buy per turn unless you play an action that gives you more. Because 
of this, you may have a few good actions in your hand, but are only able 
to play one of them before you discard the others at the end of the turn.  
 
Victory point cards add another curve ball to the game. During the game, 
these cards serve no purpose but to reduce the number of playable cards 
in your hands. So throughout the game you have to decide when to start 
buying victory point cards or finding creative ways to get rid of the three 
victory cards you start with (my little trick).  
 
You also find out partway through the game that you have several 
cheaper cards that keep weakening your hand of only 5 cards, like the 7 
coppers you start with which gives you only one treasure each. To 
upgrade those you use the mine card that converts a copper into a silver 
worth 2 treasure. 
 
 
 
 

 

Cards by Cost: (italics are also Attack Cards) 
Treasure and Victory Cards: 
 1 Copper,  2 Estate,  3 Silver,  4 Gardens,  
         5 Duchy,  6 Gold,  8 Province 
 

Dominion: 
 2 Moat (Reaction): Chapel, Cellar 
 3 Village, Workshop, Woodcutter, Chancellor 
 4 Moneylender, Feast, Smithy, Throne Room, Remodel; 
   Militia, Spy, Thief, Bureaucrat  
 5 Mine, Council Room, Festival, Laboratory, Library, Market; Witch  
 6 Adventurer  
 

Special Promo Cards:  

 
 

Dominion:Intrigue 
 2 Secret Chamber (Reaction), Courtyard, Pawn 
 3 Masquerade, Shanty Town, Steward, Wishing Well, Great Hall (Victory), Swindler 
 4 Mining Village, Bridge, Ironworks, Scout, Coppersmith, Baron, Conspirator 
 5 Trading Post, Tribute, Upgrade, Torturer, Minion, Saboteur, Duke (Victory) 
 6 Nobles, Harem (Victory) 
 

Dominion:Seaside (Underlined are Duration Cards) 
 2 Embargo, Native Village, Pearl Diver, Haven, Lighthouse 
 3 Ambassador, Lookout, Smuggler, Warehouse, Fishing Village 
 4 Cutpurse, Navagator, Pirate ship, Salvager, Island (Victory), Sea Hag,  
     Treasure Map, Caravan 
 5 Bazaar, Explorer, Ghost Ship, Treasury, Merchant Ship, Outpost, Tactician, Wharf

3 Black Market     4 Envoy 


